Women’s Health
Certified breast centre, certified gynaecological cancer centre, diagnostic and therapy of urinary incontinence, minimally invasive surgery, laser therapy, prenatal diagnostic and therapy (DE-GUM level III), independent Perinatal Centre Harlaching (level 1), family oriented gentle obstetrics.

EXPERT PROFILE

Prof. Dr. med. Dieter Grab is the Head of the Department for Gynaecology and Obstetrics in our Harlaching Hospital since 2003 and took over the department in our Neuperlach Hospital in 2011. One of his medical specialties is prenatal diagnostics and therapy (DEGUM level III). In cooperation with the Department for Neonatology in the Clinic for Paediatric Medicine Harlaching the gynaecology department forms an independent perinatal centre (level 1) which was established in 2012.

This ensures that all pregnancies, especially early and high risk pregnancies and even extremely early childbirth under week 24 and around 450 grams, receive excellent care with this interdisciplinary approach. Another focus lies on intrauterine therapy of blood group incompatibility by means of umbilical cord transfusions, intrauterine shunt operations at malformations of the urinary tract and intrauterine laser therapy for twin transfusion syndrome. In both hospitals we provide family-oriented gentle childbirth. We offer consultation for pregnancies with final pelvic position and vaginal delivery at final pelvic position.

In the field of gynaecology Harlaching Hospital is certified as Breast Center South and as Gynaecological Tumor Centre by the German Cancer Society, Neuperlach Hospital is also involved in this system. The complete spectrum of gynaecological diseases of the female organs are diagnosed and treated with a high level of expertise. Another medical focus is the diagnostic and treatment of urinary incontinence and we offer minimally invasive surgical intervention.
SPECIAL FIELDS

All diseases of the breast, anti-hormonal chemotherapy, antibody therapy and surgical therapy of the mamma carcinoma, gynaecological oncology, minimal invasive surgery (all common practice procedures of adnexal surgery, endometriosis treatment, adhesiology, clarification of unfulfilled parenthood, myoma enucleation, LAVH, LASH), urinary incontinence (TVT/TVT-O), reconstructive pelvic floor surgery (conservative and with alloplastic tissue), care for risk pregnancies and births in cooperation with the paediatric clinic and the paediatric surgery department in a joint perinatal centre of the highest care level (level II).

EXPERT PROFILE

Dr. med. Olaf Neumann is specialist for gynaecology & childbirth, special obstetrics & and perinatal medicine, gynaecological oncology, surgical gynaecology. He is Head of the Department for Gynaecology in Schwabing Hospital since 2008.

In cooperation with the Paediatric Clinic and the Department for Paediatric Surgery of Schwabing Hospital and the Technische Universitaet Muenchen the Women’s Clinic Schwabing forms a Perinatal Centre Level I with a high level of expertise in caring for premature babies and newborns with malformations. The department for obstetrics has been certified as Baby-Friendly Clinic by the WHO/UNICEF in 2012.

One medical focus of Dr. med. Olaf Neumann is surgical gynaecology. There are a large number of patients with malignant diseases of the female genitals and the breast in diagnosis and surgery. The in-house day clinic offers medication therapy. All certified chemo- and antibody therapies and the treatment in therapy studies are offered.

For benign diseases we apply minimally invasive techniques with best possible organ preservation in an over-average number of patients.

In diagnostics and treatment of descending pelvic floor and urinary incontinence all state of the art procedures are applied.

We offer special consultation in the various fields of treatment.